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What could lead our In Brief section this issue but coronavirus? Wall‐to‐wall media coverage of the pandemic, plus fast and frequent debate among statisticians and data scientists in various online discussion groups, addressing different aspects of the outbreak and the response, left very little attention for other topics.

A tweet ([bit.ly/2xm5noa](http://bit.ly/2xm5noa)) from programmer Scott Hanselman (\@shanselman) summed it up best by drawing an analogy to computing: "Life right now feels like I opened taskmanager and there\'s some rogue process called COVID \[that\] is using 20% of my CPU. I can\'t End Task and I\'m thinking too slowly \'cause my brain has background stuff running."

One article getting a lot of attention early on was a blog post by Tomas Pueyo, titled "Coronavirus: Why you must act now". It was published on 10 March, and by 19 March had racked up more than 40 million views. Vanderbilt University\'s professor of biostatistics Frank Harrell described it as "\[h\]ighly informative and extremely sobering" ([bit.ly/3aPjMqp](http://bit.ly/3aPjMqp)). In the article, Pueyo urged political leaders to act fast to implement social distancing, pointing to the growth in cases in Italy, Iran and South Korea as a warning of things to come ([bit.ly/2VMFFCr](http://bit.ly/2VMFFCr)). "This is an exponential threat," Pueyo said. "Every day counts."

A week later, on 16 March, a report by a team of researchers at Imperial College London, analysing "the likely impact of multiple public health measures on slowing and suppressing the spread of coronavirus", took centre‐stage ([bit.ly/2SlqTk5](http://bit.ly/2SlqTk5)). Assuming no efforts to control the spread of the disease, the team\'s model predicted half a million deaths in Great Britain and more than 2 million in the United States. A strategy that tried to slow the spread, combining home isolation of cases, home quarantine and social distancing for those aged over 70 years, would still perhaps lead to 250,000 deaths in Great Britain and over a million in the USA. The authors therefore concluded that "epidemic suppression" -- meaning population‐wide social distancing, home isolation of cases, and school and university closures -- "is the only viable strategy at the current time", and that "countries at an earlier stage of their epidemic (such as the UK)" would need to implement such measures ([bit.ly/2W7KANo](http://bit.ly/2W7KANo)).

Government ministers "were clearly panicked" by the report, said *Guardian* columnist Simon Jenkins, who described the document as "the most alarming ... I have read outside the realm of nuclear war planning" ([bit.ly/2SgYo6W](http://bit.ly/2SgYo6W)). Soon after its publication, the UK government started to encourage greater social distancing, culminating in a "stay at home" order, with just a few exemptions, on 23 March. Large swathes of the USA introduced similar orders around the same time.

For those now confined to their homes, the overall story of the pandemic would be told, by and large, through daily government briefings of new confirmed cases and deaths -- but the numbers being reported were not always what they seemed, as statisticians were quick to explain. For example, Professors Sylvia Richardson and David Spiegelhalter -- co‐chairs of the Royal Statistical Society\'s new Covid‐19 Task Force ([bit.ly/2yRuCyQ](http://bit.ly/2yRuCyQ)) -- wrote in an *Observer* article that the number of new cases "can be a very poor reflection of the number of people who have actually been infected, as it depends crucially on \[a country\'s\] testing regime" ([bit.ly/2KPmyBf](http://bit.ly/2KPmyBf)). Meanwhile, Professor Sheila Bird -- also of the Covid‐19 Task Force, and a member of the *Significance* editorial board -- took to the BBC\'s *More or Less* programme to explain that reporting delays made daily announcements of "new" coronavirus deaths quite misleading ([bbc.in/2Yg7yob](http://bbc.in/2Yg7yob)).

On 9 April, *Significance* started publishing its own online collection of articles, discussing topics including the modelling of pandemics, problems with testing and possible solutions. A selection of these articles is featured over nine pages this issue, beginning on page 12. For the full index of articles, see [significancemagazine.com/covid19](http://significancemagazine.com/covid19).

We will continue updating our website as the coronavirus situation evolves, tracking the conversation as it develops.

In‐person data collection: a casualty of Covid‐19 {#sign1392-sec-0020}
=================================================

Pandemic forces adaptation and/or delays for all manner of important studies

One vicious irony of the Covid‐19 pandemic is that, at a time when data have perhaps never been more crucial, some data have become more difficult to collect.

Take, for example, data on the prices of consumer goods. In normal times, national statistical agencies hire researchers to visit stores to monitor changes in the prices that people pay for certain items in order to provide an estimate of inflation -- an important economic indicator.

However, as the Institute for Fiscal Studies pointed out, "we do not live in normal times" ([bit.ly/2VOeFCD](http://bit.ly/2VOeFCD)). While store closures and social distancing measures were in force, in‐person collection of prices was either halted or reduced, with online and telephone data collection picking up some of the slack. For example, the US Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that in March 2020, 37% of prices were collected in person versus 35% online, while the year before, 67% were collected in person and only 14% online ([bit.ly/2SovDVU](http://bit.ly/2SovDVU)).

In the UK, according to a 30 April update ([bit.ly/3d5FND1](http://bit.ly/3d5FND1)), the Office for National Statistics had stopped all in‐person collection of data -- not only for consumer prices, but also for its Labour Force Survey and other household studies -- citing the "need to limit social contact".

Coronavirus also impacted the work of the US Census Bureau, particularly its decennial count of the US population. Field data collection was "temporarily suspended" in March, but, as of 13 April, the Census Bureau said it had taken steps to "reactivate field offices beginning June 1, 2020, in preparation for the resumption of field data collection operations as quickly as possible following June 1".

Given the suspension of activities, the Census Bureau asked Congress for a 120‐day extension to the deadline for delivering census data to the president and states ([bit.ly/3aNn6m1](http://bit.ly/3aNn6m1)). Under a revised census plan, the field data collection and self‐response period would end on 31 October, rather than 31 July, and counts of each state\'s population would be delivered to the president by 30 April 2021, rather than 31 December 2020.

In a statement, Robert Santos, president‐elect of the American Statistical Association, urged Congress to "promptly authorize the extension" ([bit.ly/3aU3Wuy](http://bit.ly/3aU3Wuy)). Santos said: "The decennial census is vital to innumerable aspects of our society, governance, and economy, yet we should also not risk the health of the field representatives or data accuracy and fairness in order to meet the original timeline."

Stian Westlake named new RSS chief executive {#sign1392-sec-0030}
============================================

Former government adviser and Nesta executive director takes up role in July

The Royal Statistical Society (RSS) has appointed Stian Westlake as its new chief executive, succeeding Hetan Shah, who left the society at the end of January to become chief executive of the British Academy.

Westlake is a former executive director at Nesta, which describes itself as "an innovation foundation". While at Nesta, from 2009 to 2017, Westlake led a team responsible for launching initiatives including the Alliance for Useful Evidence -- set up to champion "smarter use of evidence in social policy and practice" -- and the Innovation Index, created in partnership with the Office for National Statistics.

More recently, Westlake served as a policy adviser to three successive government ministers for universities and science, and he is co‐author of *Capitalism Without Capital*, a book about intangible investment and the economy.

Westlake will join the RSS in July 2020, taking over from Nicola Emmerson, RSS director of membership and professional affairs, who has led the society on an interim basis since Shah\'s departure.

Stian Westlake

In a statement, Westlake said: "By promoting evidence, data and rigour in public life, and by supporting and advocating for statisticians and the discipline of statistics, the RSS is helping to push the frontiers of knowledge and change the world for the better.

"I\'m delighted to have the opportunity to lead the Society, and to build on the superb work done by my predecessor Hetan Shah and acting CEO Nicola Emmerson, the staff and fellowship. I hope to be able to continue and deepen our impact."
